Abstract-Satellite imagery often exhibits large spatial extent areas that encompass object classes with considerable variability. This often limits large-scale model generalization with machine learning algorithms. Notably, acquisition conditions, including dates, sensor position, lighting condition, and sensor types, often translate into class distribution shifts introducing complex nonlinear factors and hamper the potential impact of machine learning classifiers. This paper investigates the challenge of exploiting satellite images using convolutional neural networks (CNN) for settlement classification where the class distribution shifts are significant. We present a large-scale human settlement mapping workflow based-off multiple modules to adapt a pretrained CNN to address the negative impact of distribution shift on classification performance. To extend a locally trained classifier onto large spatial extents areas we introduce several submodules: First, a human-in-the-loop element for relabeling of misclassified target domain samples to generate representative examples for model adaptation; second, an efficient hashing module to minimize redundancy and noisy samples from the mass-selected examples; and third, a novel relevance ranking module to minimize the dominance of source example on the target domain. The workflow presents a novel and practical approach to achieve large-scale domain adaptation with binary classifiers that are based-off CNN features. Experimental evaluations are conducted on areas of interest that encompass various image characteristics, including multisensors, multitemporal, and multiangular conditions. Domain adaptation is assessed on source-target pairs through the transfer loss and transfer ratio metrics to illustrate the utility of the workflow.
I. INTRODUCTION
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/JSTARS.2018.2795753 urban planning, land cover mapping, intelligence gathering, and human settlement mapping [1] - [3] . Supported by the rapid rise in sensory data collected by millions of satellites, these application areas stand to benefit even further; however, the realm of challenges in large spatial extents inference with computational methods can be daunting [4] . For example, image registration error and spectral shifts in class distributions due to various image acquisition conditions often limit the potential strong impact with machine learning methods in RS applications [4] . Motivated by such challenges, there is a surge in research efforts to advance computer vision and machine learning methods for RS applications [5] . Although these efforts could broadly be spread over various RS challenges, a significant amount of labeled data is still required to guarantee generalizable and production-ready machine learning algorithms. By investigating a deep convolutional neural network (CNN) coupled with submodules that include the human-in-the-loop component, a hashtable, and semantic relevance measure, this paper seeks to demonstrate a large-scale interactive semisupervised learning workflow for generalizing and adapting CNN model inference to new target domains over thousands of square kilometers. The problem of urban settlement mapping has been considered at image patch or pixel-level classification using computational methods and RS imagery [2] , [3] , [6] . Satellite image based mapping is then performed while leveraging edge and texture information to handcraft histogram of oriented gradients, gray-level co-occurrence matrix contrast, and local intensity statistics to enhance the performance of a feature-based support vector machine (SVM) or probabilistic neural network classifiers (also known as shallow learners). Although achieving around 80% in classification accuracy over localized regions, the estimated models do not generalize well to new test imagery encompassing large spatial extents. This limitation can be attributed to two main problems: First, very shallow probabilistic neural networks and SVMs rely on low-level features for model estimation. Low-level features are limited in expressing object class abstraction required for inference and detection in complex scenes. Second, satellite imagery often exhibit large spatial extent for each image scene, from which object classes have a considerable internal variability. For example, within each object class, the variability can grow spatially and across different sensors. Factors include image acquisition conditions that introduce different local variations in landscape and terrain, topology, illumination, sun elevation angle, and the spatial resolution. These factors play a notable role in degrading the utility and adaptability of machine learning models trained over localized domains. 1 With recent advances in high performance computing and access to large RS imagery, although with fewer labeled examples, we could seek accelerated semisupervised learning frameworks that will benefit model portable over large extent areas. Under such a setting, land cover mapping (in particular human settlement mapping) with satellite imagery can be achieved with a single learning system that begins with a baseline model and improved by an interactive retraining with few new target domain examples. The adapted learner could then be applied to test images over extended areas. This strategy to seeking trained models from source domain and their reuse in other domains has been explored successfully for almost a decade in natural language processing, and it is known as domain adaptation (DA) [7] , [8] . DA has also been exploited in RS image classification frameworks, however, by using shallow machine learning methods. The most notable efforts include the invariant feature selection, selective sampling, subspace learning, selective sampling, manifold learning, representation matching, and active learning with SVMs [9] - [12] . In such methods, the core elements includes two components: 1) shallow machine leaner and 2) a need to devise a complex diversity querying strategy to gather representative samples from the target domain.
On the contrary and as a main contribution, we hypothesize that given a large amount of labeled samples, deep convolutional learning models (herein also referred as Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) learners) are more suitable for seeking robust classifiers in high-resolution imagery characterized by both large spatial extents and a significant amount of variation due to image acquisition conditions. We posit that it only makes sense to seek DA for large extent area high-resolution imagery if the machine learning classifier is able to discover intermediate abstractions that are shared and meaningful across different domain acquisition conditions, including multimodal, multiangular, and multisensor imagery. It is on this regard that we propose an interactive learning environment with a deep CNN learning approach for the problem of DA with human settlement mapping classifiers. The proposed deep CNN architecture is based on a functional composition of transformation for discovering intermediate representations while abstracting the representation of the different human settlement structures under multiple sensors and various acquisition conditions. In computer vision [13] and recently in RS [14] , [15] , CNNs have emerged as the preferred automatic feature extraction method with capability to generalize over very large dataset. Constructed from stacked and learned convolution filters, CNNs learners can be made efficient to extract hierarchical semantic image features at scale. Their capability to learn from a large repository of labeled data spanning multiple related sources would benefit down playing object class sensitivity to class distribution shifts in large extent areas.
Even though our main goal is to devise a large-scale DA framework for mapping human settlement structures using highresolution satellite imagery, large extent areas and image acquisition conditions introduces certain significant challenges that must be addressed in order to fully exploit CNN methods. Notably, our contributions are significant in the following sense, we must 1) implement a search strategy and demonstrate insights into CNN hyperparameter tuning in order to claim optimal classification performance over very large scenes; 2) design DA CNN models that account for distribution shifts under multimodal, multiangular, and multisensor conditions in large spatial extents; 3) interactively scan and acquire target-domain data for relabeling to generate new useful training samples; 4) pipeline relabeled image patches onto hashtable to eliminate redundancy and noisy example; 5) retrain with misclassified samples to maintain generalization while boosting target-domain inference and performance; 6) extract semantic representations with CNN to compute the ranking of source-domain examples and their relevance in the target space-yielding a sample migration strategy; and 7) generate accurate large-scale human settlement maps from high-resolution satellite imagery.
II. BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK
The landscape on advances in photogrammetry and RS reveals a varying degree of progress and limitations in processing very large high-resolution overhead imagery with machine learning methods. For example, the current state-of-the-art in large-scale human settlement structure mapping is an SVM classifier that leverages edge and texture information to handcraft the histogram of oriented gradients, gray-level co-occurrence matrix contrast, and local intensity statistics to enhance learning of the class predictor [2] , [3] , [6] , [12] . By exploiting highperformance computing, Patlolla et al. [2] demonstrate a significant speedup on the extraction of texture and edge features, histogram of oriented gradients, gray-level co-occurrence matrix contrast, and local intensity statistics to design graphical processing units implementation-based feature descriptor generators. Although for achieving significant computational efficiency for large-scale overhead image analysis, the generalization performance was limited by the inability to abstract feature learning to more higher level object specific features. Elsewhere, various parallel programming models have been shown to benefit implementation of similar scale invariant feature descriptors, e.g., accelerated bag-of-words classification [16] .
Trending in computer vision and machine learning is the recent progress of deep learning methods. In particular, humanlevel performance has been achieved with a deep CNN in image classification challenges and has been shown to generalize across a large class of object detection tasks [13] . The learning and transferability of midlevel image representations using CNN is further illustrated for cross-domain applications while reducing the need to re-estimate CNN weights for domains Fig. 1 . DA challenges in the context of satellite image classification for human settlement detection. For imagery with large extent areas, same object classes can be characterized by two different joint distributions due to various image acquisition conditions. More common, the target domain has poor resources, i.e., there is no access to labeled data as compared to the source domain.
with fewer labeled samples [17] . Early work of deep CNNs for RS applications was proposed for a semantic pixel labeling framework of aerial and satellite imagery while complementing CNN features learning with additional information to mitigate azimuth angle variation during image capture [18] . The work demonstrated a limited performance due to the heterogeneous appearance and high intra-class variance of objects that included buildings, streets, trees, and cars. In [19] , a committee of multiscale CNNs was developed to offer a hierarchical RS image segmentation technique. Seeking robustness when new sensors are introduced during image acquisition, the approach exploits a committee of CNNs to perform a multiscale analysis on each band in order to derive individual confidence maps on region boundaries. In [20] , pretrained convolutional networks are fine tuned using a hybrid network context for dense semantic labeling of high-resolution aerial imagery. An end-to-end framework for dense, pixelwise classification of satellite imagery with CNNs is developed with a multiscale neuron module that alleviates the common tradeoff between recognition and precise localization [15] . Again, all these works are applied with significant performance over shallow learning methods; however, several noticeable gaps exist in these efforts. These include the problem of choosing the hyperparameters for the CNN, lack of DA interpretation with relevant metrics to measure the transferability of models across different image acquisition conditions, the lack of handling the inevitable redundancy when gathering image training patches, and no exploitation of out-of-sample distributions.
Research efforts in DA methods for RS applications has increased in the past few years, as illustrated by various literature studies. The most common framework for domain adaptation (DA) in RS includes seeking the utility of shallow machine learning methods that are trainable with hand-crafted features while leveraging few labeled samples [5] , [11] , [12] , [21] , [22] . Although showing promising progress, severe challenges exist with estimated classifier that depends heavily on the marginal distribution of the training data. The reliance on marginal distribution of the training data renders the estimated model to be sensitive to spectral drift of pixels caused by varying image acquisition conditions [5] . There remains a lack of capability in leveraging out-of-sample training examples. This is demonstrated by using classic examples to study class data manifolds in satellite image data, where spatial-spectral information shifts in the same class objects are shown to degrade classifier performance [4] , [23] .
Early efforts to seek model portability with DA for much more complex multimodal, multiangular, and multisensor environments were demonstrated in [24] - [26] . Even though the detection task did vary across the studies, there was a common outcome suggesting that model generalization remains a challenging task in target domains whose statistical joint distributions do not match that of the source domain [4] , [5] , [23] , [25] , [27] - [31] . Fig. 1 presents a contained depiction of the DA problem in the satellite image analysis. Fig. 1 shows various image acquisition conditions that includes illumination, viewing angle, topography, seasonality, and unknown sensor characteristics. Furthermore, factors that include the influence of sample selection bias during model training and object class structural changes do impose subtleties that can further degrade model portability to target domains.
III. PROPOSED DA WITH CNN WORKFLOW
To cope with the growing volumes of RS imagery and their varying acquisition conditions thereof, there is a significant need for DA methods that classify portability over large extent image scenes. For example, methods with capability to slowly infuse varying multitemporal scenarios, including manifold alignment [10] , spatially invariant features [9] , semisupervised learners that recompute class statistics and update using the mean and covariance estimates of the new domain [32] , an SVM adaptive learner that add and removes support vectors from both domains in an interactive way, and a manifold regularization with kernel machines have demonstrated initial efforts to adapt a baseline classifier to the new heterogeneous domains [33] . However, manual efforts are still instrumental when designing reliable classifier features from low-level imagery information. As aforementioned, this is unsustainable as spectral characteristics of imagery are always sensitive to image acquisition conditions (e.g. illumination and seasonality). Furthermore, there is an assumption encoded in most supervised learning methods that no-labeled examples can be acquired in the target domain [5] . Notable though, recently improved inference schemes have sought to relax this assumption by allowing some pixels to be manually sampled in the target domain [4] . This class of adaptive learners adds to the basis for our work in arguing for a large-scale human settlement mapping workflow with interactive learning for model portability onto out-of-sample target domains.
We present a novel interactive learning workflow with deep CNN for conducting human settlement mapping in a DA problem setting with high-resolution satellite imagery, as shown in Fig. 2 . For clarity, the core components of the workflow includes:
1) source-domain data repository; 2) a hashtable module; 3) a semantic relevance indexing module; 4) a CNN-based classifier; 5) target-domain data repository; 6) a human-in-the-loop component. The suitability of the workflow emerges from the CNNs capability to focus on learning intermediate representations that ideally disentangle the factors of variation present across thousands of examples from different but related imagery.
This semisupervised approach hypothesizes that the most useful and discriminatory target-domain samples come from examples that were misclassified by the base model. This intuition coupled with the need to boost model generalization for large-scale pixel labeling capability justifies the concept of incorporating those selected samples identified by analysts.
A. Interactive Learning With CNN
The proposed convolutional networked based domain adaptable human settlement mapping workflow is inspired by active learning methods and follows the terminology presented in [34] . Contrary to active learning methodologies, the proposed workflow does not rely on an automated query generating function. This is mainly due to the fact that automated querying of large extent image scenes and retraining of CNN in practical use, such as our large-scale classification problem, would cost more computational time. In addition, the current state-of-theart methods to extract model uncertainty in CNN exploit Monte Carlo dropout sampling [35] , which casts even more computation burden on the time required by querying samples from the candidate pool. We therefore present the main elements of the workflow as z 1 ) , . . . , (x n s , z n s )} is the source domain containing a set of image patches from which a base model is generated. D t = {x 1 , x 1 , . . . , x n t } is the set of image patches obtained from the target-domain imagery. Without considering automatic querying strategy as in active learning, U is the domain human analyst who visually identifies misclassified regions and selects samples for relabeling. H s and H t denote the hastable functions with a sampling criterion to reduce redundancy and noisy image patches before model retraining. M s and M t denote the source-and target-domain model parameters, and R s denotes the semantic relevance scoring function for source-domain sample migration. Labels for both D s and D t are assigned at image patch level. During model scanning and retraining, the set (D τ s , cnn, D t , H t , U, R s ) engages iteratively in an interactive learning fashion. First, the classifier cnnclassifier predicts settlement layer for image tile scene from D t . The user U visually identifies and selects misclassified regions in the image and performs label reassignment. Viewed as an interactive learner, our adaptive settlement mapper is iterative, in the sense that for a given state τ and corresponding base training D τ s , the classifier cnn τ is different and produces a different output for image tiles in the target domain. Target image pixels that appear misclassified from a domain-user evaluation are the basis for generating the next set of relabeled examples for model adaptability with H t playing a role to reduce redundancy and noisy patches before augmenting the training set
for the next cnn' training iteration. R s introduces a measure to purge source-domain examples that appear to have the least semantic relation with the target examples. Fig. 2 illustrates the proposed DA settlement mapping components.
B. Hashtable
Conducting a mass selection and relabeling of target examples introduces hundreds of redundant and noisy image patches that could significantly impact the efficiency of model retraining and also result in poor classification performances or overfitting on the part of the trained models. Although nonlinear dimension reduction methods, including manifold learning, have widely been used for redundancy reduction through feature extraction in various image analysis applications. Such methods have proven to be computationally expensive for large-scale applications [36] . Furthermore, feature extraction on input image patches before convolutional learning would eliminate both structural and spatial information essential for semantic abstraction with deep convolutional networks. In contrast, address this shortcoming by introducing an efficient hashing module that maps raw image patches onto a hashtable where each hash bucket stores patches with similar image spectral characteristics. This module is inspired by the success of the hashing-based framework in RS image search and retrieval from large archives [37] , [38] . Its intended use herein is to generate compact binary codes and introduce approximate nearest-neighbor search for fast real-time indexing and uniform sampling of the hashtable thereof. This is particularly critical for ensuring that a compact and diverse training set capturing the complex variation of texture, landscapes, object class, and structural properties accelerates and improves performance during adapting models to the target domain.
C. Kernel Locality Sensitive Hashing
The notion of unsupervised image hashing has been explored for RS applications in a content-based retrieval context [37] , [38] . Herein, it is exploited to develop a method to index a set of patch training examples that are with more variation and fewer in redundancy. The hashing module performs this function by efficiently mapping the training examples into an embedding space of image descriptors whose manifold properties can easily be interpreted via their hash bit/code representation. Here, we propose to use kernelized locality sensitive hashing (KLSH) presented in [39] for this purpose. The kernelized locality sensitive hashing (KLSH) was discovered as an extension to locality sensitive hashing with the goal of enabling the embedding of images based on random projections μ i , i = 1, 2, . . . , I. A multivariate Gaussian distribution is assumed so that projections μ k are constructed as normal random vectors approximated from sample images by following the central limit theorem. The Gaussian random projections are expressed as a weighted sum of randomly selected M images from the database according to
where φ(·) is a nonlinear basis function for transforming raw images into their high-dimensional kernel space representation, and ω k is a coefficient vector. The KLSH functions are then constructed as
where
φ(X p ) denotes the kernel function to simplify computation of affinities in the kernel space [40] . Following this trick, no direct computation of the basis projections φ(X m ) is needed to compute the affinities but simply values obtained from the kernel function are required. To proceed with hash bit calculations, for each image X p , a coefficient vector ω i is estimated. Each hash bit i = 1, 2, . . . , I has its corresponding ω i estimated as
is obtained from the eigendecomposition of the kernel affinity matrix over randomly selected M images. The eigen-decomposition of K M yields an orthogonal matrix V and a diagonal matrix U so that K
T . An indexing vector e randomly samples t images from the M images. Each ω i , i = 1, 2, · · · , I, is estimated by randomly reselecting I times M samples and reestimating K M ∈ R M ×M . As such, a total of I hash functions are initially generated and then applied to each image X. The result is a hashtable with hashcodes
With H X p , a hashtable is generated, where similar patches assigned the same hash code and being positioned in the same hash bucket. On sampling the training patches, a "lookup" criterion presents no specific image search query, but a uniform sampling of the same number of patches that will be representative of each hash bucket is performed across the hashtable. In this manner, the criterion maintains a linear order O(n) to gather n training samples.
D. Convolutional Neural Networks
A CNN takes the form of a feedforward neural network and can be thought of as the composition of a number of functions
That is by considering the patch image classification problem, the CNN is designed to take a two-dimensional image array x. Each CNN layer l corresponds to a functional mapping of both x and w l by f l to yield a new data array f l (x, w l ). The parameters w = (w 1 , . . . , w L ) are learned from the image data X = ((x 1 , y 1 ), (x 2 , y 2 ), . . . , (X p , y n )) in order to solve the image classification problem. Each y i corresponds to the class label for each patch x i . The parameters w are obtained by optimizing a loss objective (y,ŷ) that characterizes the penalty for predicting labelŷ instead of y. Using a standard machine learning framework [41] , [42] , the empirical loss of the CNN f (x) can be represented by averaging over all observed patch examples as
Traditionally, parameter estimation methods would optimize J(w) by calculating the gradients for the whole dataset and performing just one update. This approach is known as the gradient descent based learning and can be very slow. Furthermore, it does not allow for the online model update, i.e., a key feature for DA with new examples. In contrast, the stochastic gradient descent (SGD) is a variant of batch gradient descent that can be implemented by computing the average of the gradients and updating inside each block of examples B (minibatch) according to
Minibatch gradient descent algorithms are known to reduce the variance of the parameter updates. This in turn favors stability and promotes efficient convergence when training deeper convolutional networks. The algorithm implementation can make use of the highly memory efficient matrix optimization packages that are widely used for computing derivatives, i.e., the backpropagation algorithm [43] - [46] . With this minibatch style, the CNN model learning takes the form of searching for the optimal w that minimizes J(w) under the observed training data X. To guarantee good convergence and better handling of highly nonconvex error functions, there are some improved schemes of the SGD exist in literature for training deep CNN's. These include the Nesterov accelerated SGD (sgd-nestorov) [47] , adaptive moment estimation (adam) [48] , adadelta [49] , adagrad [50] , and rmsprop [51] . They all employ the first-order derivatives, however, with unique ways to introduce an adaptive learning rate during model parameter update from w t at time t to w t+1 . Among crucial hyperparameters for successful training of deep CNNs is the method used to initialize model parameters w. Image classification based CNNs are known to achieve better results when initialized from either a Gaussian distribution [13] or from the He-normal [52] . Both initialization methods are derived from considering the inner product between the weights w and input x, which gives the raw activation of a neuron before the nonlinearity transformation. Assuming that w and input x are identically distributed then the inner product w T x for each neuron is to have the same variance as all of its inputs x, the Gaussian distribution approach asserts that the variance of every weight w is 1/n. Inputs are drawn from a unit Gaussian and then scaled by 1/ √ n. On the contrary, the He-normal approach derives an initialization specifically for ReLU neurons, reaching the conclusion that the variance of neurons in the network should be 2/n. This gives the initialization of random normal weights w that are scaled by 2 n , thereby adapting a variance without explicitly considering data distribution type.
The CNN's model parameters defines the convolutional filters or feature extractors for successive construction of translation invariant feature maps during the feedforward operation. Together with the bias parameter value, they define the core convolutional block in a CNN. After each convolutional layer of equal importance is the pooling operation, which is applied in a local window of individual feature maps, coalescing nearby feature values into one by employing either an average, max, or summing function. The max-pooling function has been demonstrated to be most effective pooling and reduces computational burden. The composition structure of CNNs further performs transformations that are obtained from a pointwise nonlinear activation operation on each feature map using the rectified linear unit function.
The difficulty of training deep learning models is very real and significant albeit their wide scale adaptation for automatic feature learning in computer vision tasks. Many of the challenges stem from the lack of generalizable insights into configuration of CNN hyperparameter settings in every task. Even so, the very practice of training large-scale deep learning algorithms can be daunting due to the exponential number of potential models that can be considered for a few combination of hyperparameters. The rising exploitation of deep learning in RS applications is undoubted due to the availability of pretrained models [14] . If suitable for the task, pretrained models require fewer labeled samples and can reduce the difficulty of training new models [37] , [53] . In practice, the unique challenges encountered in large-scale RS, e.g., large spatial extents that encompass object classes with considerable internal variability, necessitates that new CNN models are trained which may lead to a search for new hyperparameter settings. On the other hand, it can prove to be rewarding experience to have in house capacity to train new deep learning models as will be considered in this study.
E. CNN Model Training
Source (or baseline) domain model training follows the standard supervised machine learning approach that does not require a human-in-the-loop. First, thousands of diverse patches that span across the internal variability of each category are collected to assemble a balanced distribution of classes from the source domain. The CNN architecture consists of 7-weight layers, including 4-convolutional (conv) layers, 2-fully connected (fc) layers, and 3-maxpooling (pool) layers. Pool layers are configured after each conv layer. Using a full-grid search procedure, baseline CNN's hyperparameters are selected to minimize the validation set error. The baseline is then trained using the backpropagation method to discover and account for the generalities and subtle characteristics of the source domain. The base classifier training is stopped when the error rate converges while monitoring with an early stopping criteria [13] , [51] .
F. Semantic Relevance Scoring
Model generalization over large geographical areas may often encounter extreme distribution shifts between the source and the target domain. Although the source domain may present a much needed large number of training examples, not all of its examples are relevant for model adaptation into the target domain that is starved for labeled samples. This can be automated by instituting a sample migration on source-domain image patches through a semantic relevance scoring module. The objective is to retain source examples whose semantic representation is closer in space with selected target examples.
The relevance score for retaining samples from source domain D s toward model adaptation in target domain D t is computed by first extracting patch semantic feature vectors at the fully connected CNN layer for each x ∈X ∪Ũ. The semantic feature vector for each x is denoted by
The criterion for ranking and retaining samples from x i ∈X involves two steps to compute the Euclidean distance f (x) i − f (x) j between semantic features for the given patches x i and x j and defining a conditional similarity between them as
This criterion measures how close each pair of patches are in the semantic representation space, considering a Gaussian distribution centered over each high-dimensional semantic representation f (x) i . The variance parameter σ i is different for every patch. It is chosen such that patches mapped to dense areas are given a smaller variance than patches in sparse areas. A given value of σ i induces a probability distribution over all of the other data points. This distribution can be shown to have an entropy that increases as σ i increases. The optimal value for σ i can be obtained using a binary search, as demonstrated in [54] . The similarity of image patches is defined as a symmetry version of the conditional similarity: r ij = r j |i +r i |j 2n
, where n is the total number of training samples. Each target-domain patch's 
IV. EXPERIMENTS
A. Data Acquisition
With access to labeled 0.5-m high-resolution Panchromatic imagery spanning over ≈ 60 000 km 2 in Afghanistan, we selected 14 image tiles to assess 4 commonly encountered scenarios [herein referred as areas of interest (AOIs)] with extremely challenging characteristics for machine learning based methods. Each AOI exhibits different surfaces, some with asynchronous scenes capturing multiple complex patterns, making them ideal for evaluating DA methods at scale. The imagery was acquired across several provinces in multiple passes using different sensor types, i.e., Worldview-1 (WV01), Worldview-2 (WV02), and Worldview-3 (WV03). This set of testing images has different spatial resolutions, sun elevation angles, seasonality, geographic locations, and cloud cover percentages. Such a diverse test bed enables us to rigorously explore and make generalizable observations about the various facets of CNN model portability across large spatial extents scenes. To institute a systematic approach toward evaluating DA across all four AOIs, we trained and validated four baseline CNN models one per scenario while using the designated source tile for training and validation examples. From each designated image tile, a total of 25 000 patch images of size 144 × 144 pixels are extracted with their corresponding labels. The data are split to have 15 000 for training and 10 000 for validation. For notations, Table I presents the naming convention of terms and models that are trained and evaluated in our experiments.
B. Hyperparameter Tuning
For self-consistency, we treat a type of solver as a hyperparameter to be optimized. Its value will be set by comparing performance profiles for various solvers, including the Nesterov accelerated stochastic gradient descent (SGD) (sgd-nestorov) [47] , adaptive moment estimation (adam) [48] , adadelta [49] , and adagrad [50] , and rmsprop [51] . They all employ the firstorder derivatives, however, with unique ways to introduce an adaptive learning rate during model parameter update from w t at time t to w t+1 . We refer an interested reader to consult the referenced literature for more details.
We take advantage of the emergence of computing clusters and graphic processing units to devise an accelerated effective full-grid sweep method to search for the optimal CNN hyperparameter values. Hyperparameter tuning can be viewed as a precursor task to learning of equivalence to the question of model selection [55] . For example, given a family of learning algorithms, how does one search for optimal model parameters? We therefore implemented model selection as follows: In the first stage, all optimal hyperparameter variables have to be set prior to fitting. A practical approach guided by cross validation is to carefully sample a subset of the training example toward selecting hyperparameters of interest. The subset will not be part of the training set for model selection. This, however, requires enough data to partition the training set. In the second stage, the significance of hyperparameter tuning plays a role in promoting robustness and generalization capability as part of model selection while training the optimal CNN.
Apart from the four AOIs, we create a separate dataset only for hyperparameter tuning. The data consist of 15 000 image patches gathered from WV01, WV02, and WV03 and split into 10 000 for training and 5000 for validation. We follow an automated grid-search approach and optimize over the learning rate, weight initialization, gradient solver, and batch size. Optimal values are sought to achieve lower memory cost, maintain higher model generalization to on the test data, as well as speeding up computational time without degrading performance. The exhaustive grid-searching strategy entailed converting the adjustable parameter intervals into lists of I regularly spaced values and defining each CNN to train in an embarrassingly parallel fashion using the same dataset. Figs. 3 and 4 show selected hyperparameter value, i.e., learning rate, weight initialization, gradient solver, and batch size influence while training 14 400 CNN models under an embarrassingly data parallel approach on a cluster. The search experiment was carried out with 6 NVIDIA-Tesla K80 Graphics Processing Unit (GPU)s [56] and computed for 10 days. We use the optimal grid search results to select the optimal hyperparameter for use in training the baseline CNN model for each AOI, i.e., based on the performance results shown in Figs. 3 and 4 .
From Figs. 3 and 4 , the significant role played by the initialization method on the applicability of different learning rate values is noticeable. In comparison to the He-normal, the initialization of CNN from a Gaussian distribution appears to offer a wider range of learning rates value that achieve high classification rate (these include larger values often known to enable faster convergence during CNN training). For choice of solver based on optimal stability, faster convergence, and higher CNN accuracy, we consider training with an SGD (sgd-nestrov) initialized from a Gaussian distribution with a learning rate of set to 0.00278 and weights initialization from a Gaussian distribution. Smaller values of the learning rate can be considered at the expense of suboptimal classification results and slower training convergence.
A Theano library [57] implementation was used to conduct all algorithmic implementations of each CNN and all models trains for ≈ 14 h until the early stopping criteria terminates.
C. Test Sites Scenarios
This section briefly presents each AOI and its corresponding complex acquisition characteristics. We consider only Panchromatic images, and each tile is identified by its date of acquisition. Fig. 5 shows the domain scenario of AOI-A, which consists of image scenes acquired from both WV03 and WV02 sensors. This AOI exhibits heterogeneous surfaces from which the trained model will be extended over. Fig. 6 illustrates an AOI-B with slightly overlapping tiles acquired by the WV02 sensor at different sun elevation angles and in different seasons. Fig. 7 illustrates a large area covered by three image scenes acquired across different seasons from both the WV01 and WV02 sensor types. AOI-C exhibits an interval variation in angle elevation and contains a 0.3% of cloud cover for the image tile acquired by the WV01 sensor. Fig. 8 illustrates another common scenario where model portability is often challenging with satellite imagery. Very large asynchronous scenes exhibits huge class distribution shifts. Considered for this AOI are both WV01 and WV02 imagery with significant variation in sun elevation angle and collected across multiple seasons.
V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Evaluation results are first reported at patch-based level for each baseline model's DA across all AOIs to establish the limitation of CNN portability. The interactive learning workflow is evaluated while adapting each baseline model within its AOI and with training samples from other AOIs by forming sets of source-target pairs. For comparison, we present pixelwise accuracy classification results on large-scale human settlement mapping while benchmarking with object detection based SVM classifiers. The SVM implementation comprises a feature-based learner that leverages edge, texture information to generate histogram of oriented gradients, gray-level co-occurrence matrix contrast, and local intensity statistics to enhance learning of the class predictor [2] . Fig. 9 briefly illustrates the performance impact of introducing and selecting at most 20 image patches from each hashbucket from a table to gather training image patches for use in CNN training. Different criteria to sample from the hashtable are used to yield models that are defined as follows: hashing plus binary search model(h+bst) and hashing minus binary search model(h-bst). Herein, we also introduce use of a binary search tree to reorganize images in each bucket before sampling the required number of image patches . Both h+bst and h-bst appear less sensitive to overfitting. However, the no-hashing model is observed to overfit from the 25th epoch and exhibit slow convergence.
A. Training With KLSH Data
B. Performance Evaluation Metrics and Baseline Models
Land cover classification methods are often evaluated based on recall, precision, and overall accuracy. Although applicable, these metrics lack an intuitive interpretation required for evaluating DA and model transferability. We therefore introduce within the RS community DA metrics that are commonly used in computer vision. Portability errors and limitations are demonstrated as measurable averages between the source and the target domains [8] . As a first metric, we consider the transfer error e(s, t), a test error obtained by a CNN model trained on the source AOI s and tested on the target AOI t, in that case e(t, t) will denote the within AOI domain error. As a benchmark for comparison, we use the baseline error e b (t, t), which corresponds to the test error obtained by the baseline model trained and tested on the sample data from the target domain. The DA metric is then defined as the transfer loss , a difference between the transfer error and the within-target-area baseline error For data with large number of variations (i.e., sensor looking angle, seasonality, spatial resolution, topology, etc.), a suitable metric to consider is the transfer ratio . Contrary to the difference of the transfer error and the baseline error, here their quotient is pursued in defining the DA metric . The transfer ratio has been shown to be less sensitive to important variations of in-domain errors and, thus, more adapted to averaging of model portability errors [8] . Its mean over all source-target pairs of AOIs is defined as
where K is the number of source-target pairs (s, t) with s = t. Fig. 10 presents the transfer loss (s, t) computed on four CNN models with source-target pairs established from AOIs presented in Section IV-C. From the result, the best quality portability result is achieved with cnnB, a model trained on domain AOI-B. cnnB demonstrates another interesting observation when evaluated on AOI-C where it appears to achieve a better result as compared to baseline model cnnC. This is despite the sun elevation angles of tileID: 2013-11 and tileID: 2013-08 being ≈ 32 • apart. However, when models are transferred and evaluated on target AOI-A, it is notable that the error is significantly higher for all WV01 and WV02 trained CNNs. Fig. 11 shows the transfer ratio for the same models. The result demonstrates a significant transferability potential between models that are trained on WV01 and WV02 but less so for scenes acquired by WV03 sensor. This outcome could be attributed to the fact that the spatial resolution for WV01 and WV02 is similar while WV03 has a much higher spatial resolution.
C. Interactive Learning Results
We now assess the domain adaptability of model using the presented interactive learning workflow. Results are also Fig. 11 . Transfer ratio evaluated across all four domain AOIs. Using this measure of transferability, cnnB, cnnC, and cnnD appear to again outperform cnnA. The higher the ratio, the least transferable is the base model. Fig. 12 . Transfer loss (s, t) evaluation across all four domain AOIs. Base models interactively adapted to target tiles of each AOI. All models show a significant performance increase due to inclusion of representative and diverse target-domain samples in training. In particular, cnnA now appear better suited for transferability across all sites.
reported for transferring models across the aforementioned domain scenarios. Fig. 12 depicts the transfer errors after a single backward pass of 8000 target-domain samples for retraining each baseline CNN (one user iteration to relabel the result from a single forward CNN scan). The target AOI selected training examples present multiple variations and conditions that differ from each source AOI. The adaptation of cnnB (cnnB-AD) appears to increase its performance when evaluated on the transfer ratio metric; however, Fig. 13 illustrates far more notable interesting observations for all models. For example, cnnA, the worst performer before interactive learning (see Fig. 10 ) does outperform the adapted version of cnnB and cnnC on their base domains. This observation demonstrates that the inclusion of out-of-sample training samples from both WV02 and WV03 scenes does indeed benefit representational learning of classifiers capable of better portability in multisource, multiangle, and multimodal environments. The new training set contains First, cnnA-Init (in red) shows the performance accuracy of cnnA when evaluated on AOI-B's baseline samples. In general, the workflow would allow the user to mass-select misclassified pixels for relabeling of AOI-B's imagery; however, in our case, AOI-B has patches that are already preprocessed, so the user only relabels the misclassified examples once all target-domain examples are tested cnnA. The relabeled output from cnnA is mapped onto a hashtable from which retraining patches for The first observation to be made pertains to three adapted versions of cnnA, i.e., with 2000(+hT_2000), 8000(+hT_8000), and 10 000(+hT_10 000) samples drawn from AOI-B's hashtable. Across these three models (and within a single epoch) the interactive learning workflow achieves a gain in performance that ranges from ≈ 52.4% to ≈ 63.6% on the target test data as measured by the relative percent change (described by 100 × ( cnnA baseline error cnnA+hT 10000 e r r o r − 1)). In this case, the human analyst interaction would translate to a one-time relabeling effort with the adapted classifiers demonstrating capacity to surpass the performance of the baseline model (cnnB-base) trained on AOI-B. This observation then highlights the potential efficiency of the proposed workflow. In addition, we observe potential model portability by adapting cnnA with as few as 200+hT 200; however, the performance seems to indicate that more target-domain samples are required in order to attain the performance of the base classifier (cnnB-base). Nevertheless, the improved performance suggests the additional expressive role played by source-domain examples to enable the untangling of factors related to the detection of settlements objects from the target-domain test images. Fig. 15 , shows the overall relative percentage change of adapting actively trained CNNs on source-target pairs of AOIs. Each baseline CNN is actively trained while selecting example patches from a source AOI. The percentage change is computed after testing the active learning model on a test set from a target AOI. For multiple AOIs, the results in Fig. 15 demonstrate a significantly boosted performance; there are four cases where a CNN actively trained on its source AOI underperforms the baseline CNN. This is the case for cnnC and cnnD when tested on AOI-B and AOI-C. In further analysis, these drops where observed to be due to a drift in semantic similarity between scenes captured in target AOI and the interactively selected examples that augmented the baseline training. This result demonstrates an extreme case with a need to down-weight and migrate sourcedomain examples when class distribution shifts are actively introduced. We proceed to illustrate a second set of our experiments by reporting on the pixelwise accuracy that estimates the proportion of correctly predicted pixels, obtained through the binary classification of settlements versus nonsettlements of twenty 1000 × 1000 test images. Table II presents results for the within AOI DA performance based on the precision, recall, and f1-score measures. The comparison is conducted for the baseline CNNs, the interactively adapted CNNs, and portability onto neighboring tiles and SVM classifiers trained in each AOI. The severity of distribution shifts is quickly noticeable from AOI-A, where the baseline cnnA (trained on tile 2015-11a) fails to detect a single instance of the test pixels from scenes acquired in 2013, i.e., tiles 2013-11a and 2013-11b. However, from a single iteration of interactively adapting, the same model, i.e., training of cnnA-AD does achieve significant performance with precision rates of 79.5% and 81.9% on both scenes, respectively. The general observation from Table II is that the adapted version of CNNs is better suited for model portability and in most cases do outperform the SVM and the baseline CNN models. Fig. 16 illustrates a large-scale classification map comparison between the ground truth, the result from our interactive CNN workflow, and that of the SVMs. Areas of significant omissions are clearly noticeable above the center position of the SVM classifier result as compared to CNN result. Fig. 17 shows additional classification maps from the interactive CNN workflow over In this paper, we have presented the utility of deep CNNs combined with a hashtable and a semantic relevance ranking module to establish a large-scale DA framework through interactive learning. The study also shared a strategy and some insights into choosing the optimal CNN hyperparameters for our experiments. Multiple baseline models were developed and compared on the challenging problem of classifier portability to target image scene that may have been collected under different acquisition conditions. In particular, we illustrated with performance metrics the potential benefit of seeking multisensor, multiangular, and multitemporal training sets. Experimental analysis included the assessment of transfer loss and transfer ratio to determine the portability of baseline models (and thereof their interactively learned versions) across multiple different AOIs. As a general outcome, the results demonstrated that seeking deep representations of high-resolution imagery with convolutional network models offers the potential to develop classifiers that are generalizable and portable over a large collection of wide extent area images presumably with varying image characteristics. Indeed, the experiments did show that baseline soft-max classifiers can be efficiently adapted interactively into target domains with no prior labeled samples. When compared to support vector generated mapping results, the proposed workflow showed superior results that achieved a high precision performance and in some case significant lower recall percentages. The relevance of the sample migration strategy was observed to be applicable to extreme cases, for example, as shown in Fig. 15 for AOI-B and AOI-C were the inclusion of all source-domain training examples during model adaptation resulted in a negative percentage change in performance. It is for such cases that the purging of some source training examples would be beneficial, whereas in other cases CNN model, adaptation seemed to benefit from retaining all source training examples. In our ongoing efforts, we are devising methods to visualize the semantic representation of both source and target-domain examples to establish much rigorous evaluations of various sample migration strategies. In addition, accelerated training methods would be beneficial for this framework when considered for retraining with millions of patch images. 
